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BULGAKOV’S CONCEPTION IN THE LITERARY ACHIEVEMENTS OF AITMATOV 

« Ŕ But here is a question that is troubling me: if there is no God, then, one may ask, who governs 

human life and, in general, the whole order of things on earth?» [1, c. 15]. 
 

Summary 

The article describes the transformation of the cultural heritage of M. Bulgakov in Aitmatov‟s 

literary achievement. The material of our research is Bulgakov‟s novel «The Master and Margarita» 

and «The Scaffold» by C. Aitmatov. In this context, the object of the work is legendary and 

mythological structures that provide a variety of forms and methods of the usage of the literary 

heritage of Bulgakov. Depending on the distance of creation and epoch recipient a traditional motive 

or image is modified. In our case, the relevance of the novel «The Master and Margarita» in the 

interpretation of Aitmatov is not decreasing despite the temporal aspects. The aim was to identify how 

this novel can be attributed to the rare, single interpretations (continuations), where the writer tells 

about the future life of Bulgakov's characters in the twentieth century. 

Keywords: the legendary and mythological structures, literary heritage, the temporal aspect, 

continuation. 
 

Анотація 

У статті описується перетворення художньої спадщини М. Булгакова у творчості 

Ч. Айтматова. Матеріалом нашого дослідження є роман М. Булгакова «Майстер і 

Маргарита» і «Плаха» Ч. Айтматова. Ми проаналізували легендарні і міфологічні структури, 

які забезпечують різноманітність форм і методів використання літературної спадщини 

Булгакова. Традиційний мотив або образ змінюється в залежності від епохи написання 

літературного матеріалу і епохи реципієнта. У нашому випадку, актуальність роману 

«Майстер і Маргарита» в інтерпретації Айтматова не зменшується, незважаючи на часові 

аспекти. Мета роботи полягає в тому, щоб визначити, яким чином роман «Плаха» можна 

віднести до рідкісних одиночних інтерпретаціях, в яких автор розповідає про майбутнє 

життя персонажів Булгакова в ХХ столітті. 

Ключові слова: легендарні і міфологічні структури, літературна спадщина, часовий 

аспект, продовження. 
 

Аннотация 

В статье описывается преобразование художественного наследия М. Булгакова в 

творчестве Ч. Айтматова. Материалом нашего исследования является роман М. Булгакова 

«Мастер и Маргарита» и «Плаха» Ч. Айтматова. Мы проанализировали легендарные и 

мифологические структуры, которые обеспечивают разнообразие форм и методов использования 

литературного наследия Булгакова. Традиционный мотив или образ меняется в зависимости от 

эпохи написания литературного материала и эпохи реципиента. В нашем случае, актуальность 

романа «Мастер и Маргарита» в интерпретации Айтматова не уменьшается, несмотря на 

временные аспекты. Цель работы состоит в том, чтобы определить, каким образом роман 

«Плаха» можно отнести к редким одиночными интерпретациям, в которых автор рассказывает 

о будущей жизни булгаковских персонажей в ХХ веке. 

Ключевые слова: легендарные и мифологические структуры, литературное наследие, 

временной аспект, продолжение. 
 

The article describes the various structural and semantic links that in the literary processes do 

not lose recognition. The aim is to reveal the transformations establishing behavioral complexes. The 

materials are the novel «The Master and Margarita» by Bulgakov and «The scaffold» by Aitmatov. 

The object is to compare and identify differences and general points of major complexes of 

evangelical images and motives. It is established that the concept of these novels clearly convey the 

general points of major complexes of traditional biblical imagery. 
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The variety of many cultural and historical eras expresses with greatness the legendary and 

mythological structures and literary works in the form of so-called «concentrates» of the universal 

memory. Bulgakovřs literary device «romance novel» which received a fair spread in the literary 

process of the twentieth century is one of the so-called «concentrates». This literary device became 

traditional for many writers. The problem of Bulgakovřs tradition requires thorough study. For this 

purpose, we need to expand the horizons of review of the categories of tradition in Bulgakov and the 

Bulgakovřs traditions of his followers. The point is that to begin to analyze the impact of the great 

geniuses on the work of Bulgakov deviating from the false perception of him as the author of actually 

only «The Master and Margarita». This would allow one to understand the impact of his work on the 

literary process of several decades. 

The article also focuses on the analysis of modern literature appeal to the legendary - 

mythological material, which is believed to be a tentative to the formal reconstruction of the past. The 

subject of the article consists in finding new attempts to live out the past, to comprehend it in a 

qualitatively new spiritual context, to find new links between different eras, and to model variable 

ethical potential of social progress. Various structural and semantic links that in the process of literary 

review do not lose recognition are described. The article analyses the attitude of contemporary 

literature to the legendary and mythological material that is considered as formal attempt to 

reconstruct the past, various structural and semantic links that in the process of literary processing do 

not lose awareness. The purpose is to reveal the transformations specified on behavioral complexes, 

recognition and preservation of literary material.  

The problem of «Bulgakov tradition», the formation of which can be clearly seen in the 

literature, requires careful consideration. This would allow one to understand the impact of the work 

on the literary process in several decades. The influence of Bulgakov's skills on many writers with a 

worldwide reputation is undeniable. His artistic innovation is gratefully acknowledged by the 

outstanding writers Ŕ from Gabriel Garcia Marquez to Chingiz Aitmatov. 

The 20
th
 century was a turning point for humanity and literature in particular. For more than a 

decade «Bulgakov's novel» satisfied the needs and searches of his followers. Prose and drama of Mikhail 

Bulgakov is a striking echo of the drama of the time, and the writer's own destiny. In the last decades the 

modern comparativists have devoted more attention to the problem of transformation in legendary and 

mythological structures. The specifics of these processes suggest the need to study various phenomena in 

different national literatures. The problem of functionality of common cultural traditions in the national 

literature is important concerning intercultural dialogue. The works of some Russian and foreign followers 

of Bulgakov suggest that the study of his work to be less depended on the ideological stereotypes, as it 

was in Soviet literary criticism, where the main objective was to prove the social position of writers. 

However, the aspect of the literary tradition includes not only the literary circle of the sequence 

in the context of a «small time» stories but does not neglect the «big time» Ŕ artistic philosophy. The 

coexistence of the times in Bulgakovřs artistic universe emphasizes his fundamental uniqueness as a 

writer. Considering the work of Bulgakov's followers especially the opinion of A. Nyamtsu should be 

mentioned: «as a result of substantial contamination of a number of traditional motifs, images, details 

and archetypal myths combined with universal chronotope simulates the text in еру ontological plan 

and accumulates еру universal cultural «memory» of traditional structures, axiological characteristics 

and obtain an emphasized contemporary sound» [1, с. 48]. 

As in the works written by Mikhail Bulgakov and his followers coexisted the whole epochs that 

diverge as theater sets before the reader. A striking example is the work of Chingiz Aitmatov, in which 

he brings together the past, present and future, reflecting in a «miniature» the novelistic narrative 

methods which were introduced by Mikhail Bulgakov. There is an inner typological relationship 

between the «metaphor» of Aitmatov and the «metatext» of Bulgakov's novel. In this context, we can 

talk about the functional identity in the «same» artistic techniques, though, it is more accurate to call 

this process of projection of artistic philosophy of the writer. We are talking about the potential of 

cultural science work that may be artificial and organic. Such comparison is clearly seen in the novel 

«The Master and Margarita» and in the «The Scaffold». These works are of a mutual importance of 

the text and reality. The intertext components interact and show the character of the further 

development of conflict. There is a «objectification» of the legendary mythological context and it is 
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exposed the socio-historical reality «The polyphony» of cultural series that arises here, gives the 

author axiological gnoseological additional opportunities in the creation of a literary text, and for 

readers - a wide range of interpretative reading of the work. In any case, both novels are a shining 

example of a powerful artistic thought. We can say that it is an important point, which largely takes 

the narrative style of modern «gospel» is the distance between the sacred time and art [2, с.231]. 

Aitmatovřs evangelical chapters are more accurate in the transfer of the evangelical material and 

full of details in comparison with «The Master and Margarita». The contamination of Bulgakovřs 

evangelical canonical version of the life of Godřs Son is the result of the artistic brilliant flight of fantasy. 

In this article, which describes the last days of the Messiah which are elucidate in the evangelical 

chapters of the novel «The Master and Margarita» and «Scaffold» the potential to simulate different 

behaviors is of great importance. It should be noted that in relations between Jesus Christ and his 

antagonists the important role in forming a structured data motive novels plays the punishment for wrong 

committed against the Son of God. From this perspective, the image of Judas in two novels is not endowed 

with significant differences. These characters have focused writersř attention and extended both Jesus and 

Pontius Pilate behavioral. The most tragic of these characters is the forgiveness of Godřs Son even to the 

traitor. The plot and the compositional organization of two novels are characterized by a semantic 

opposition of two plans: the historical one (the era of writing novels) and the Biblical one (Gospel chapter), 

which differ in the synthesis of complex reasons and inspire various allusions and reminiscences. 

Bulgakovі and Aitmatovřs Jesus has the aura of simplicity and sincerity. He has human 

qualities. From the first pages of the novel, the writers break all the canons, which settled in the minds 

of generations, gradually forming a multilayered substantial context of the past. Each piece of both 

authors is colorful and photographic and causes a number of allusions against the version of the New 

Testament. Like many apocryphal novels in their Biblical chapters Jesus is condemned to the tragic 

loneliness and to the betrayal. Jesus knew in advance that that there is a traitor in his environment. He 

clearly knew his final earthly existence: «Forgive me, mother, I did not my destiny. Almighty Father 

rote my destiny and I accepted it without a murmur…» [1, p. 75]. 

In this way, the concept of novels «The Master and Margarita» and «Scaffold» clearly conveys 

the meaning of the main centers of traditional biblical images. The writers claimed to an original 

interpretation of motivational axiological dominants of the main characters of the New Testament and 

they manage to create an unusual version of the Gospel material. 

In modern versions of the traditional structures special motivational significance is given to those 

aspects that are usually of little interest to the authors in the making of motives. The Ukrainian scientist A. 

Niamtsu correctly pointed out that traditional structures contain the most general form of artistic and socio-

encoded historical, ideological and moral-psychological laws of universal life in their interconnectedness 

and interdependence of the content. The concentration of centuries of individual and collective experience 

in the traditional plot-shaped material has led to consistent updating of its behavioral and axiological 

orientation in the context of further literary interpretations that addresses the existential conditions of the 

person and society by means of artistic modeling and understanding the opposition to the good-evil 

individualistic "Ego" - universal "we", a life-death. Therefore, most of the new literary version of the 

traditional structures act as a sort of ideological and aesthetic catalysts that transform the causal 

relationships and motivation of what is happening in real or simulated artistic reality; give it a universal 

ontological meaning. For Bulgakov's followers it is important not only to preserve the newly created 

ontological reality, but to realize the consideration from an artistic point of view of the mechanisms of 

formation of degradation dehumanizing society. 
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